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G The BG News
Thursday, April 16,1992

Countdown
to
Columbus

Business
faculty
threatens
strike
Proposed summer salary cuts cause air of uncertainty among instructors
The Budget Crisis

by Chris Miller and Kirk Pavellch
The BC News

6 days left.
The Undergraduate Student Association has chartered three buses to take
students to and from
Columbus for next
Wednesday's rally for
higher education and will
reserve more if needed.
The buses will leave the
Student Services parking
lot at 8 a.m. for the 11 a.m.
rally.
Students are asked to
drive to Columbus on their
own if they can, to save
seats on buses for those
who cannot otherwise go.
USG is accepting donations
from organizations to help
cover the cost of the buses.
For more information on
attending the Ohio Student
Association rally, call USG
at 372-8116 or 372-6026,
Mike Sears at 372-4346, Michael Brennan at 372-5056,
or Kelly Warner at
372-6230. OSA can also answer questions at (614)
292-4517.
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Bowling Green, Ohio

College of Business Administration
faculty may refuse to work this summer
unless the University administration reconsiders a proposal to cut summer salaries.
The proposed ultimatum came as part
of a proposed resolution by accounting
professor Blaine Ritts to fellow business
faculty members at a meeting Thursday.
Earlier in the day, several students attended acting University President
Eloise Clark's open forum, questioning
her certainty of whether the courses they
need for graduation would be available
this summer.
"I can say I'm going to do my darndest
to see that you have your classes," Clark
said. "The traditional pattern is to give

graduating students preference."
Clark said the classes would go on as
planned even if the scheduled instructors
refuse to teach. If that occurred, Clark
said the University would resort to its
reciprocal exchange agreement with the
University of Toledo or attempt to hire
replacements from the University of
Michigan.
"I wouldn't want that to be our last op-

tion but if worse comes to worse that
possibly could kick in," she said. "I think
we'll find teachers."
At the college meeting, faculty members expressed their feelings of bewilderment and betrayal to Clark.
"We have a group of people in the budget committee who, in my opinion, are
absolutely insensitive to the tradition and
culture of the University," said Karl
Vogt, management professor and former
dean of the college.
Clark stressed the fact that the proposed 25 percent salary cut is still just
that - a proposal.
"It's important to understand it is not
in concrete," Clark said.
The cuts may not be "in concrete" but
the mere suggestion has created an air of
uncertainty for both faculty and students. Faculty members are unsure if
they want to teach and students are un-

decided as to whether they will enroll.
Many of the faculty members in attendance said the problem with cutting
salaries is it fails to generate income income which can be used to offset the
impending state budget cuts.
"I see no discussion on the revenue
side," said one instructor.
"Let's figure out some ways that we
can generate revenue," said Martha
Rogers, associate professor of marketing.
"Cutting summer school salaries may,
in fact, have just the opposite effect [of
raising money]," Rogers said.
Rogers agreed with the purpose of the
proposed resolution but questioned the
strength of the wording being used.
"I very much agree with the spirit of
this resolution," Rogers said. "But I think
See Business, page four.

Weather
Rainy today:
Thursday, showers and
thunderstorms. The high 65
to 70. South winds 10 to 20
mph and gusty becoming
southwest. The chance of
rain is 80 percent. Thursday
night, showers and thunderstorms likely, mainly early.
The low in the mid-40s.

Inside The News
Valentine loses appeal:
Realtor Doug Valentine
loses appeal in an attempt to
avoid paying utility costs for
his apartments.
Q Campus. Page four.

Outside Campus
Man loses wife:
A Sandusky man who reported that his wife left him
at a freeway rest stop in
Wood County Saturday finally located her in Missouri
seven hours later.
James and Juanita Sewell
were traveling south on I-7S
In separate vehicles and
stopped at a rest area at
about 8:15 a.m., a Wood
County Sheriffs Department report stated.
The two went into the rest
area building, then returned
to their vehicles; but when
James Sewell drove to
where his wife had parked,
she had already left the rest
area.
Thinking his wife had
pulled off the freeway to
wait for him, Sewell drove
as far as Findlay, then returned to the rest area and
called the sheriffs department to file a missing person complaint.
At about 6 p.m. Sewell
contacted the sheriffs department, saying his wife
had been located in Missouri.

Lottery
Super Lotto
15-20-28-30-39-46
Kicker
8-2-1-1-3-3
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Students rally
to protest cuts
by Klmberiy Larson and Julie Taglialerro
The BG News

Students rallied on college
campuses across Ohio Wednesday to send a message to the governor and state legislature that
they think higher education has
suffered enough budget cuts.
Turnouts ranged from about 50
at the University of Toledo and
Bowling Green to as many as
2,000 at The Ohio State University in Columbus. Rallies were
planned at all 13 of the state's
public universities.
Bowling Green organizers
blamed student apathy for the
low attendance at Wednesday's
"Countdown to Columbus" budget protest and encouraged students to attend the Ohio Student

Association rally on April 22 in
Columbus.
In Bowling Green, Undergraduate Student Government representatives distributed fliers on
the budget crisis as State Rep.
Randy Gardner looked on, but
many students walked by.
Students at the rally, however,
did show concern about the impending financial crisis.
"This rally is so small," senior
Laura Brichacek said. "There
should be more people here, but
they're trying to avoid the issue.
They don't think it's going to
happen. It's going to happen, and
they're going to be mad next
year."
"I don't know about you, but I
can't afford a $1,000 or even a
See Rally, page five.

Around Ohio:
A summary of student activism
across the state.
Bowling Green: About 40 students listened with state rep.
Randy Gardner as USG officials
explained the crisis and encouraged students to attend the
Columbus rally.
Kenl Slate Undergraduate Student Senate director Steve Milkovich asked 500 students for action
to keep tuition affordable.
Ohio Slate: Some 2.000 students carried banners, called legislates and registered to vote as
students leaders called for a tax
increase to steady highereducation funding.
Toledo: Student council president Chad Rupp explained the future of higher education to 50 students.
Wright Stale: About 300
listened to student leaders explain
that further budget cuts will run
deep at Wright State.

The RG NcwiAUyMurdock

(above, left) Secondary education major Laura Brichacek complains
about possible budget cuts and student apathy, while (above) USG
President Mike Sears' comments fall on mostly deaf ears. About 40
persons showed up at the tuition rally in the Union Oval Wednesday
afternoon.

Publications board picks
editors for summer, fall

Countries bar Libya from
airspace in new sanctions

Jeremy Stone Weber, a junior
journalism major, was selected
editor of The BG News by the
Board of Student Publications for
fall 1992.
Weber, who served this spring
as The News' managing editor,
said one of his main objectives
for the semester is to get the city,
the administration, the faculty
and the classified staff more involved in the news process.
"We're going to continue our
tradition of tough and fair report-

by Nejla Sammakla
The Associated Press

ing but we're also going to make
it more comprehensive," he said.
Weber, a North Canton native,
has worked at The News for
three years. He has served as a
general assignment reporter, assistant special project editor,
copy editor, administration beat
reporter and news editor.
The Board of Student Publications also named Jacqueline
Porter, current city editor of The
News, editor for Summer 1992.
Porter Is a senior political sci-

Porter
Weber
TRIPOLI, Libya - Countries
barred Libyan jets from their
-nee major.
Danny Gray was named editor airspace and ordered diplomats
of The Obsidian for Fall 1992. to go home on Wednesday, tightGray, a senior English major, is ening a noose around the Arab
serving his second straight se- country to pressure it to turn
over suspects in the bombing of
mester in the position.
The Miscellany magazine edi- Pan Am Flight 103.
The punitive measures were
See Editors, page four. sanctions approved by the United

Nations, but a defiant Libya tried
to flout them by sending its jets
Into the sky. They were turned
away.
Libya hinted it might retaliate
by expelling diplomats and announced no Libyan airline tickets
would be sold to citizens of countries supporting the sanctions.
Although there is Arab seitiment against the sanctions, nations in the region abided by a
See libya, page four.
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Ohio editorial roundup
Following are excerpts from recent
editorials on national issues in
newspapers across the state.
The Columbus Dispatch, April 13
One-time tennis star Arthur Ashe's
revelation that he has AIDS, contracted
through a blood transfusion, will no
doubt raise fresh doubts about the
safety of transfusions. The good news is
the chance of getting the human immunodeficiency virus, which causes
AIDS, in this manner is no more than 1
in 255,000, according to the American
Red Cross.
Blood testing is now much more
stringent than when Ashe received a
transfusion after heart surgery in 1983.
Sadly, the likable Ashe is one of an estimated 15,000 to 25,000 Americans who
were infected through transfused blood
before 1985, when HIV tests first were
done.
Ashe would have preferred to keep
his illness secret, but decided to make a
statement because of rumors that were
circulating.
Ashe talked to President Bush last
week and told him he would join in the
educational campaign against AIDS. As
a respected athlete, and more, he can be
an unusually effective propagandist.
It is a cruel stroke of fate when
someone like Ashe, who has led such an
exemplary life, becomes a victim of
this disease. Because of his fame and
credibility, Ashe can be an effective
spokesman in telling others how to
avoid the illness.

The Cincinnati Enquirer, April 10
It sounded like run-of-the-mill campaign oratory six years ago when North
Dakota's state tax commissioner, Kent
Conrad, ran for the U.S. Senate. He
pledged to quit after one term if the
federal budget deficit hadn't been eliminated by 1992. But they weren't empty
words.
The federal budget obviously isn't
balanced; indeed, the deficit is more
burdensome now than it was six years
ago, so Sen. Conrad is keeping his word.
He isn't seeking a second term.
He thereby joins the select fraternity
that also includes Sen. Warren Rudman,
R-N.H., who is giving up the Senate seat
he has had since 1981 out of frustration
at Congress' inability or unwillingness
to keep federal spending in check and
its unwillingness to come realistically
to grips with the problems troubling the
American people.
On the House side the retirements
are even more dramatic. ... More than
30 House incumbents have declared
they won't be candidates for another
term.
Clearly the incumbents have scented
the country's anti-incumbent mood, the
disgust with Congress' failure to tackle
the nation's real problems.
If 1992 is not a year in which basic
changes are made in the way the public's business is transacted, the anger
and frustration will grow to unmanageable proportions. That would not be
a pretty prospect.

Letters

Sports above education?
The BG News:
Congratulations to the nine
members of the football coaching
staff who are to receive raises, or
in another great Universtiy euphemism: market wage adjustments. I am proud to attend a
university strong enough to support its athletic department so
ardently in the midst of this drastic budget downsizing.
After all, we must be wellrounded; what would the University be without successful athletic programs? Just a boring academic institution - I'll not have
it. Student morale would most
certainly decline if we did not
have our winning athletic team to
root for.
On the other hand, student
morale will not decline in everlarger classes, taught by increasingly distraught instructors (if
the students can even get the
classes they need) as long as we
have those strong athletic teams.
Right?

strength as anything more than a
marginal deciding factor cannot
be more than marginally interested in their academic studies.
Any institution truly dedicated
to the dissemination of knowledge would place a much higher
priority on its academia than on
sports.
I challenge the football coaches to follow Eloise Clark's example and decline their "market adjustment" for the sake of the education of their athletes. Perhaps
some athletically-inclined alumni
can come forward and help these
impoverished coaches make ends
meet.
If we really want the United
States to be anything more than a
declining leviathan, we will support education above all else. If
we would rather lean back in a
comfortable chair, beer in hand,
watching "the game," resting on
our fat laurels, then let us once
again let education be the sacrificial lamb.

Please. How many non-athletes
came to this University on the
basis of its athletic programs?
In selecting a university, nonathlete students who use athletic
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Department of Defense homosexual policies unjust
"We hold these truths to be
self-evident, that all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights; that
among these are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness."
These noble sentiments found
in our Declaration of Independence have inspired some of the
greatest folk heroes in the annals
of American history: Abraham
Lincoln, Susan B. Anthony,
Eugene Debs, Martin Luther
King Jr., Thurgood Marshall, Cesar Chavez.

John Bernard

uals, the problem becomes acute
when the military - which openly
discriminates on the basis of
sexual orientation - conducts activities within institutions that
specifically prohibit discrimination on those grounds. For instance, when the military recruits or sponsors the ROTC on
college campuses with antidiscriminatory policies.

Dawn Keller
COPY EDITOR
Nicole Nuhn
COPY EDITOR

Administrators at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
have given the Department of
Defense five years to reconsider
their policy regarding homosexuals. Providing there is no
change in policy at that time, the
Institute has stated it will then
review the status of ROTC on
campus.
The University of Cincinnati
recently adopted a policy that
requires school advertisements
and bulletins which mention
ROTC to include a disclaimer
stating the organization's discriminatory practices are contrary to university policy.
Where does our own university
stand on this issue? BGSU's official policy states all students
should be treated "... in the manner that recognizes the principles of fairness and the worth
and dignity of the individual"
(BGSU Student Code, p.l).

Several universities around the
nation have attempted to resolve
Apparently it's not very importhis glaring contradiction by
making symbolic statements to tant to the people who run this
university that actions be conthe Department of Defense.
In 1990 The Ohio State Univer- sistent with words. That is, until
the University's budget is affected by Gov. Voinovich's failure to
live up to his promise to be the
Though [the Department of
education governor. In that parDefense officials] offer a
ticular instance, our clever adnumber of rationalizations... ministrators adamantly insist actions measure up to words.
in the end their policy can
And so the hypocrisy is perpetuated. Self-serving university
only be construed as an
administrators, not wanting to
abridgement of fundamental fall out of favor with influential
military elites in Washington,
civil rights.
compromise their fundamental
values and still manage to sleep
at night and look at themselves in
sity law school adopted a policy the mirror in the morning,
which requires employers who though I'm not quite sure how.
recruit from the law school to
If the military's repugnant polsign a pledge stating they do not
discriminate - even on the basis icy of discriminating on the basis
of sexual orientation. The U.S. of sexual orientation and the
military has refused to sign the University's practice of accompledge, as have the FBI and CIA modating that unethical policy
Unfortunately, these organiza- are to change, then students and
tions can go to any other area on faculty at BGSU must take matcampus and recruit to their ters into their own hands. Relying on administrative buheart's desire.
Nor is this issue exclusively a reaucrats who are by their
student concern. During a recent nature incapable of adopting a
meeting of all faculty members moral position is to accept the
at Alfred University in New hypocrisy which presently charYork, approximately 70 percent acterizes our university's stance
of the faculty voted to invoke on discrimination based on sexsanctions against ROTC. The ual orientation.
board of trustees at Alfred UniJohn Bernard is a senior libversity will decide the fate of eral studies major and a columnist for The BG News.
ROTC in 1993.

Rabbit Run
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PHOTO EDITOR

KENDRA DINSMORE

Military policies are unfair

The real Second
Amendment

Kirslin Mathers
COPY EDITOR
Kellie Schirmer
COPY EDITOR
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These were people who believed actions ought to be consistent with words. Though most
of us would not be willing to go to
the same lengths as these mythic
figures for the sake of a principle, nevertheless, most of us
would agree with their fundamental criticism that our nation's
actions ought to be consistent
with its more exalted sentiments.
One of the results of the often
bloody (and many times fatal)
struggle of these idealists for
civil rights is federal laws now
exist to protect women, religious
groups, racial and ethnic minorities, older workers and the disaThe BG News:
Regarding James Walters' col- bled from discrimination in the
workplace. Yet despite these adumn on April 1:
The Second Amendment to the vancements, there is still one
Constitution does not read "... the group which does not enjoy the
right of the people to keep and protection of the law against disbear arms, shall not be in- crimination in employment: hofringed." It reads "A well- mosexuals.
regulated militia being necesAlthough five states (Connecsary to the security of a free
state, the right of the people to ticut, Massachusetts, New Jerkeep and bear arms shall not be sey, Wisconsin and Hawaii) and a
number of nationally known corinfringed."
porations (AT&T, IBM, Kodak,
Although his quotation is ver- PG&E, Disney, GM) now prohibit
batim, his omission of the first discriminating against homosexhalf of the text changes the uals in hiring and promotion, the
meaning and intent of the largest employer in the United
amendment, much the same way States still discriminates on the
that "Thou shalt ... commit adul- basis of sexual orientation. The
tery" is a verbatim but inaccur- offender is the U.S. Department
ate rendering of the seventh of Defense.
The defense department's officommandment.
As Walters asserts, the mean- cial policy is "homosexuality is
ing "Seems pretty clear": You incompatible with military serare guaranteed to own a gun, vice." Though they offer a numproviding you are a member of a ber of rationalizations - morale,
well-regulated militia. This discipline, confidence, recruitamendment guarantees nothing ment, public acceptability - in
the end their policy can only be
else.
construed as an abridgement of
fundamental civil rights.
Kevin Jones-Kern
Whatever the military's real
Graduate
reasons for excluding homosexHistory

BG News Staff
lay Murdock
PHOTO EDITOR
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Can behavior cure debt?
Every election year it's the
same story. Everyone is playing
politics, trying to win the voles of
their constituents through halftruths and deceit. This I blame on
both parties, Democrats and Republicans.
While the game continues, our
problems appear to be escalating
beyond our means of controlling
them. One party blames the
other, and the argument never
ends. In the meantime, our
national debt has reached an astronomical status. The problem, I
believe, is government waste and
the billions of dollars spent to
appease special interest.
I wish to concentrate specifically on special interest groups
established by our own irresponsible behavior. We have been irresponsible politically and, most
of all, socially. Politically, we
have continually re-elected the
same money spenders year after
year. Voters have proved themselves incompetent by not choosing respectable, intelligent, responsible government officials.
Instead, we have elected
"professional politicians" whose
only talent is the art of being
elected and spending other people's money. They promise major
government subsidies to every
interest group that will guarantee their re-election.
Billions of taxpayer dollars are
being squandered by our politically mistaken representatives,
by our socially irresponsible behavior.
Our social behavior has
created a need for lobbyists and
their ever-increasing need for
more funding. What social behavior could possibly contribute to
our astounding national debt?
I will concentrate specifically
on three items of interest, but by
no means do I feel these are the
only areas of government waste
by special interest. To list them
in their entirety would fill the entire BG News.
Most notable is the increasing
need of funds for AIDS research
and funding for legal abortions,
known to women's groups as "reproductive rights." The other
wasteful program is the welfare
system.
These groups put themselves
under the guise of being the illtreated of society. Not only are
they demanding our respect and

Erma's World
TV Grov

Chris Paydock

sympathy, they have a vested interest in our pocketbooks, too.
There are, however, exceptions
to the rule.
The bottom line is this.
Through the behavior of these
Individuals, the government is
spending billions of dollars a
year to provide a safety net for
their actions. Nothing is being
done to curb this behavior, only
to encourage it.
Beginning with abortion: many
of them are performed as the result of a man and woman's irresponsible behavior. This is not to
say that women who are victims
of rape or incest acted irresponsibly; obviously not.
However, if Dick and Jane decide they want to play, then there
is a price to be paid. The
government is not there to bail
them out of their problem; nor do
I want my tax dollars to provide
an avenue of escape by eliminating a human life so they can continue in their behavior.
They, like the rest of us, must
be held personally responsible
for the decisions they make. With
the long-awaited conservative
court, hopefully, the days of
funding for abortions are numbered.
Other growing militant groups
like ACT-UP are violently pushing for the government to solve
the AIDS epidemic. Again we
have a situation where the irresponsible behavior of individuals
is being done at the cost of the
taxpayer.
As with abortion, there are the
innocent victims. People getting
AIDS through blood transfusions, as did Arthur Ashe, and
babies born of AIDS parents inheriting the disease are the innocent victims.
The other side is a different
story. Continued intravenous
drug use, sexual intercourse with
multiple partners, as was the
case with Earvin "Magic" John-

Jeff Kelt
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son, homosexual activity and now
deep passionate kissing. Yes,
now you can contract the AIDS
virus through deep passionate
kissing.
Contrary to popular belief, the
condom won't work no matter
where you put it. The federal
government will not use condoms
in their commercials because the
FDA will not approve the use,
and rightly so.
MTV is deceiving millions of
teenagers and young adults. HIV
can be transmitted through the
condom, and MTV and other
AIDS activists will never mention that in their ads. This campus has the worse condom available, and not once have I read
this in The BG News. Contact
your local health center, they'll
be glad to tell you.
It is behavior like this that the
government again is supposed to
support through continued funding of taxpayer dollars. When
will individuals be required to
take responsibility for their personal lives?
Now we're increasing the budget to provide our children with
condoms! Now, that's an intelligent idea. Promoting abstinence would cost a tenth as
much, if that, as promoting
"safer" sex, and millions of lives
would be saved.
This thinking is beyond the
realm of some. Maybe if we eliminate our children through abortion and AIDS that'll solve our
debt and also the welfare problem. Is this what they're thinking?
Today we are experiencing
third and fourth generations of
families on welfare. Is this what
we intended? There are children
growing up in households who do
not know what work is. What are
we doing? We have eliminated
the incentives for people to work.
People have become reliant on
government for personal support. Self-reliance no longer has
meaning. Again, support of the
federal government is their answer.
If we take the national debt seriously, let's take a serious look
at the people we're electing, and
let's start behaving responsibly
and not look to problem-ridden
Capitol Hill to solve our problems when they have plenty of
their own problems to solve.
Together, as a community, with
divine help we can solve these
problems.
Chris Paydock is a columnist
/orTheBGNews.
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—===== Letters, Cont. ==========
Budget cuts bring lots of questions, few solutions
The BG News:
As I was on my way to the Rec
Center on April 4, I noted the
progress being made on the intramural building; in times of
largesse, I might have looked at
this progress favorably - thinking the building will provide
healthful, enjoyable activities for
those not on the BGSU varsity
teams.
But what came to mind was
BGSU's current budget problems
not yet declared to be financial
exigencies. Inevitably, when one
suggests further construction of
this building be stopped so funds
can be diverted to ease the budget problems, there is a disclaimer The money is only earmarked for the construction of
this building.
Yet if the governing bodies of
BGSU - the president and the
board of trustees - used creativity to solve a crisis, they would
make every effort to re-allocate
this money. When finances improve, the construction of the
building can continue.
Another suggestion - considered unspeakable in a society
used to paying its movie stars,

rock artists, television personalities and corporate executives
(e.g. Lee Iacocca) millions of dollars - is for those at the top
echelons at BGSU (i.e. the president, vice presidents, executive
assistants, deans, some faculty
members, some research center
directors and others who do little
teaching) to take a look at their
salaries in order to decide appropriate cuts.
Anyone receiving more than
$60,000, for instance, could handle a cut, and those receiving
more than $100,000 could handle
a bigger cut.
Quality education will not be
maintained if class sizes are increased, course sections and
courses are canceled, lecturers
and part-time instructors are let
go, necessary education programs are discontinued, workstudy programs are ended and
classified personnel are cut.
Morever, as hiring freezes are
continued, additionally necessary teachers are not employed.
What has seemingly grown out of
proportion in recent years has
been an overemphasis on financially rewarding publication re-

The BG News:
Why am I not in support of the
P.E.OP.L.E. Committee? I wish
to direct three points to those of
the P.E.O.P.LE. Committee in
regard to Wednesday's confused
and virtually meaningless publicity stunt.
1) Why jeans? This committee
decides in order to gain attention
they must make some kind of
statement, no matter what the
steps are. So they declare that
participating in an event familiar
to practically everyone, for instance wearing blue jeans, labels
one a gay rights supporter.

Because of its lack of meaning,
Jeans Day is a cowardly attempt
for attentioa There was a kind of
negative reaction: There were
many more people NOT wearing
blue jeans than usual. Is this the
kind of response the P.E.OP.L.E.
Committee is looking for?
2) The last Personals ad in
Wednesday's paper read "Why
do you insist on making a public
spectacle of your heterosexuality? Why can't you be what you
are and keep it quiet?"
What hypocrisy! Having been
here a year, I have seen one
"heterosexual only" group. I saw

this in the Personals ad for a few
days and never saw it again.
3) The P.E.OP.L.E. Committee
seems to be firmly set on "human
rights." So it is unfair to put too
much focus on sexuality and no
focus on such problems as racism (last semester's big controversy), which again brings the
confusion of linking human sexuality with everyday clothing
items.
Alan Garrison
Freshman
Computer Science
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BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 991

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!

All You Can Eat

• Soup V Salad
• Hot Entrees

cords and research centers so
teaching and service do not
receive financially equal consideration.
Newcomers to the faculty realize record-building publications
(not scholarly teaching in classrooms, not scholarly research of
significance to their teaching on
both theoretical and practical
levels, and not scholarly service
to the various units in the University) lead to prestige in the
University and financial wealth
I cannot help noting a parallel:
BGSU represents a microcosm of
the country's plight at this time,
for salaries at top levels have
grown out of proportion with
social and educational needs.
Those at the top spin off slogans like "education president"
and "education governor," and,
as Gov. Voinovich wants it,
teachers are to "do more with
less." The highly paid top-level
persons need to analyze their
salaries to see reasonable ways
of lowering them. I doubt
whether they will even miss their
cuts.
Wallace Pretzer
Department of English

Garrison: Jeans Day"meaningless publicity stunt"

Bowl 'N' Greenery
11:30-2:00
4:00-7:00

Jordon Dowling, Jay Potts

353-0204

$3.99
$4.75

• Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union

iSUBUJRV*

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
Transportation Reservation Form
The rally will be held April 22,1992 in Columbus,
I Ohio. We will be leaving the Student Services parking lot at
18:00 am.

#YYYYY
SNACK BAR
Lower Level Commons
Sunday - Thursday
6:00pm - Midnight
Xluantum 90 and 95+1
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.
University Food Operations
372-2763

It is very important that students from Bowling Green
attend the rally in Columbus on April 22. University students
all over Ohio need to stand up for the preservation ot quality
higher education. We are not the leaders of tomorrow. We
I are the leaders of today. You can make a difference.
Please fill out the bottom portion of this sheet and
I return it in person to 405 Student Services by 5:00 p.m.
I April 21,1992.
Reservation information
DATE:
NAME:
Local Address:
I Local Phone:
Classification: FR SO JR SR
I would like a reserved seat on a USG bus for the rally. |
I have a car and would like to help carpool other
students to the rally in Columbus. Please contact me.
Transportation seating is limited. If reservation is
| needed, please return this sheet as soon as possible.
Return to 405 Student Services by 5:00 p.m. April 21, 1991

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

■

■

Delivery Hours: Thurs, Fri, Sat 3pm to 10pm
■
Minimum Delivery $3.50
I
WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY! .

Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students
Quantum 90 cord accepted i-7 only for on campus students

USG/OSA Budget Crisis Rally

,

Rent Now For Fall 1992
Columbia
Court
Apts.

Ridge
Manor
Apts.

BG's Newest Apartment
Complex
Close To B.G.S.U.

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom, Furnished
Townhouses
Close to Campus

Hurry Only A Few Left!!!!
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information.
Greenbriar Inc., Mgr.
Summer Rates Available
Come See Our Listings For Other Locations.
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Business
Continued from page one.

we have to be very careful with
the letter of the resolution."
Rogers said while it is important for the University administration to understand the faculty's rigid opposition to summer
salary cuts, they must not let this
Issue isolate them from the rest
of the University.
"One of the ways that [Gov.
Voinovich] believes he can successfully carve up higher education is that he knows it would be
possible to pit administration
against faculty, and the faculty

Libya
Continued from page one.

U.N. resolution passed March 31
banning arms sales to Libya and
calling on countries to cut back
Libyan diplomatic staffs. Despite
the grounding of flights, land and
sea links remained, including
ferry service to the nearby island
of Malta
At this point, the sanctions
could prove more troublesome
than crippling. They do not include a boycott of Libya's oil
sales, which account for 90 percent of the country's earnings.
British Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd told British
Broadcasting Corp. radio that oil
sanctions may be next. This
would be a signifigant step, because the current sanctions
receive only lukewarm support
from many Security Council
members and are not nearly as
tough as those imposed on Iraq
when it invaded Kuwait.
The Security Council met and

against athletics," Rogers said.
"The upshot of all of that is
that we will not have a strong and
powerful voice to oppose anything he wants to do," Rogers
said.
While Clark urged the faculty
members to come up with alternatives to the salary cuts, Vogt
pointed to the administration's
initial failure to keep the faculty
properly informed.
"We found out [about the cuts)
by chance," Vogt said. "If we
hadn't, we wouldn't have known
until the very last moment."

Vogt seemed to vocalize the
frustration felt by fellow business faculty members as his
words drew an enthusiastic
round of applause.
"The conflict that goes on with
me with respect to this situation
is the centra] administration,
University Budget Committee
and the Faculty Executive Committee has placed many truly
professional people in a situation
where we have this conflict over
what we think is right verses a
decision made which we do not
believe is equitable," Vogt said.
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Landlord denied appeal
in students' utilities suit
by Chris Hawley
The BC News

Bowling Green Municipal
Court Judge James Bachman has
denied an appeal by local landlord Doug Valentine in a $5.98
common-areas utilities suit won
March 11 by four University students.
The decision clears the way for
set up a committee to monitor en- just a little bit down, the Ameri- negotiations on refunds to other
forcement of the sanctions.
cans are a little bit down, the way tenants that could total
Life appeared to go on as nor- their government's acting, say- thousands of dollars, according
mal in Tripoli despite Libya's ing they cant come here and to Valentine's attorney. Shad
Hanna.
growing isolation. Traffic was work, whatever."
The judge upheld a smallnormal. A few cars still displayed
black ribbons on radio antennas,
Travelers booked in advance claims referee's ruling on the
left over from a nationwide went to Tripoli's airport, hoping case Tuesday over a written obprotest Tuesday over U.S. air they could depart as planned. jection filed by Hanna on March
About 250 Africans milled about 25. Bachman ordered that Valenraids on Libya six years ago.
tine pay $20 in court costs and
There are 1 million foreigners at one point.
in Libya, but many said they felt
"We're waiting for someone to refund common-areas electricity
no fear over the international tell us if we will fly or not," said payments from Haven House
confrontation and did not plan to Timothy Akamimbo, one of about roommates Douglas Deutsch,
Robert Giesige, Anton Woo and
flee the country.
80 Ghanaian workers.
Michael Schemmel.
An American employee of the
Common areas include laundry
Panamanian D and G Oil Field Editors
rooms, parking lots, stairwells,
Services Co. near Ajdabla, 700
hallways and other areas in
miles east of Tripoli, said he and Continued from page one.
apartment buildings not directly
about 50 other American coworkers were on the job as usual. tor for the coming year will be rented by tenants. Hanna and
The man, who is from Louisiana, Nicole Nulin. Nuhn, a junior, is a Student Legal Services Managing Attorney Greg Bakies said
spoke on condition that his name magazine-journalism major.
The board also named Sherry they will now begin negotiating
not be used for fear of reprisals.
Asked how conditions were, he Turco as editor of The Gavel, the refunds to other tenants living in
campus' greek newspaper, for buildings owned by Preferred
said: "The same as always."
"Everyone's pretty much stay- the fall. Turco is a freshman pre- Properties, Valentine's management company.
ing put," he said. "Everybody's journ.ilism major.

"Nothing is settled yet," Hanna offer.
said, and noted that no decision
Valentine could not be reached
has been made concerning for comment.
whether common-areas water
Hanna said he objected to refand gas utilities should also be eree Lynn Rochf ord's decision on
repaid.
grounds of procedure and the
Bakies said he believes Valen- cost of reimbursing all of Valentine should refund at least five tine's tenants for common-areas
percent of utilities costs billed to electricity billing.
tenants. He said if Valentine does
In a written response to the obnot make reimbursements, he jection, Bakies argued that the
will recommend that tenants re- cost of repayments should have
no bearing on a decision.
"The economic impact on deThe decision clears the way fendant
is irrelevant," Bakies
for negotiations on refunds wrote.
Valentine's lease has been reto other tenants that could written to include billing for
common-areas utilities in the futotal thousands of dollars,
ture, Hanna said. He added that
according to Valentine's
he believes the decision will
eventually cause other landlords
attorney, Shad Hanna.
to raise their rents.
"When all's said and done, [Bakies] is going to drive up the cost
view their utilities costs and de- of renting in Bowling Green," he
duct up to 10 percent of their util- said. "And the students are the
ones who are going to pay."
ities bills.
Bakies disagreed.
Valentine has not agreed to
"The market will bear what the
make reimbursements, but has
offered to deduct 5 percent from market will bear," he said.
"[Valentine's] ability to pass on
future electricity bills.
"In other words, he'll settle for those costs in the form of higher
5 percent as I suggested, but only rents will not happen if the marfor the future," Bakies said. "I ket will not bear those higher
think [tenants] are entitled to up costs."
However, Bakies said students
to 10 percent over the entire
need to be careful and figure
lease term."
Bakies said he will recommend total utilities costs when search
that tenants reject Valentine's ing for apartments.

EVERYBUNNY

To Apply:

Job

Plan on attending one of

is checking out the great 1&2 BR
apts at WINTHROP TERRACE

Foir:

the following Job Fain
being offered.

A Food Op Rep will be
available to answer your

questions.
Student Employment.
O McDonald & GT Express: Country Side. Tuesday, April 14 from
7:30 pm - 8:30 pm.
©Harshman: Main Dining Room, Wednesday, April 15 from 4:00
pm - 7:00 pm.
A Commons & DownUnder: Commons Main Dining Room,
^* Monday, April 20 from 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm.
£k Kreischer & Chily's Express: Kreischer Main dining Room,
v
' Wednesday, April 29 from 4:30 pm - 7:30 pm.
Summer Employment Includes: •••••••••••<
►
►

Commons Summer School - June 13 - Aug. 8
Harshman & Kreischer - Buckeye Boys state - |une 13-21

►
►

Kreischer - Sports Schools, Workshops - June 20 - Aug 8
McDonald - Conferences - June 7 - 27 & Aug. 7-17

$50

VALUABLE COUPON

R.E. MANAGEMENT
NOW OPEN AT 11:30 a.m.

113 RAILROAD ST.
352-9302

Now enjoy fresh baked breadsticks
and pizza for lunch.
Bring in this ad for

Now featuring Personal Pan Pizza
with one ttem-$ 1.99

$50 off

with Pizza Sauce

your each month's rent when
signing a new fall lease at
Campus Manor!

$1.99

• Expires 4/24*

Luncheon Menu-11:30 o.m.-4:00 p.m.

one coupon per lease
Must Pe present at lease preparation

Now featuring Breadsticks

Personal Pan Pizza
9 inch Pizza

Small Tossed Salad
Breadsticks w/Sauce

Meatball Subs
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 6:00 pm for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 Cards accept after 11:30 am for 95* plan holders.

FIFTY DOLLARS

$50
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Rally

Crime Roundup
by Chris Hawley and Eileen MacNamara
The BC News

Taliaferro appeal denied:
The Sixth District Court of
Appeals has upheld the September 1990 conviction of
former University student and
civil rights activist Craig Taliaferro on a charge that he defrauded an insurance company
by falsifying a theft report.
Taliaferro faces three to five
years in prison for grand theft.
He had appealed the conviction
because he believed his lawyer
was ineffective and the court
had erred in allowing his prior
criminal record to be used as
evidence.
Taliaferro was a member of
the Students for a Democratic
Society, a civil rights group, in
the 1960s and student body vice
president in 1972 until he was
dismissed from school for not
paying his bills.
He advocated the legalization
of marijuana, actively opposed
American involvement in the
Vietnam conflict, protested alleged abuses by local police
and helped found what evolved
into The Link, a local counseling center.
After serving time for convictions of armed robbery in
Cleveland during the
mid-1970s, Taliaferro returned
to Bowling Green to resume his
undergraduate career.
He ran for student government in 1988 and 1990, for vicepresident and for president, respectively, but was defeated in
both elections.

* Sweatshirts
* T-Shirts
*Hats
* Jerseys
p - —Team MVP— -

| 20 % OFF ALL
I

Spring Apparel
(with coupon)
Expires April 30, 1992
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Intruder sought:
A 35-year-old Bradner woman told the Wood County Sheriffs Department she woke at
about 4:00 a.m. Monday to discover an unknown man in her
bedroom who came to her bed,
rubbed her thigh and then left
her house.
The woman said she was
lying on her side when she
woke and saw a man about six
feet tall standing at the foot of
her bed. She said she pretended
to sleep while the man stood
watching her, then came to the
bed and rubbed her right upper
thigh for about one minute.
The woman said she then
heard the front door of her
house close quietly and a car
start up. She said she was too
afraid to move and lay in the
bed for about 30 minutes before calling the sherlffs department.
A sheriffs department report stated that the intruder
apparently entered the woman's house through an unlocked
door. The man was slim and
long-haired and wore a baseball
cap and white shirt, the woman
said.

Catch didn't get away:
Bowling Green police arrested three men who were attempting to steal more than
$2,000 worth of fishing lures
and reels from a local discount
store Monday.
Calvin J. Schoonover, 30,10S
Mulberry, Stryker; Larry

MVP
College and Pro
Sporting Apparel
Located in the
Woodland Mall
(Next to Subway)

352-1835

Taliaferro
Patrick Benner, SO, 4016 Pleasant, 11 ill sd.il e, Mich ; and Larry
Keith Hickman, 32,1340 South
Dr., Hillsdale, Mich, were arrested for theft at K mart, 1111
S. Main St.
Hickman emptied the contents of a large box in the toy
department and replaced them
with the fishing equipment.
Schoonover took the box to the
registers to buy it and was detained by store security. Hickman and Benner drove away
from the store in Schoonover's
vehicle but were later stopped
by police units on South Main
Street.
Hickman said Benner was
not aware of the situation.
The men were taken into custody at the Wood County Justice Center. Hickman's bond
was set at $15,000, Schoonover"s bond was set at $12,500
and Benner's bond was set at
$1,000.

$500 increase [in tuition]," she
said.
State budget cuts reduced the
University's operating budget $3
million from last year and resulted in reduced library purchases,
fewer class sections and student
jobs, less maintenance and a faculty hiring and wage freeze.
Gov. George Voinovich cut the
$1.7 billion higher education
budget by $57.2 million, or 3.3
percent, in January to help avoid
a $457 million deficit in the fiscal
year that ends June 30.
He has Indicated that another
cut of up to 15 percent might be
imposed to offset a projected
deficit of at least $576 million in
the budget year that begins July
1.
Protesters at Ohio State carried signs saying "Students Have
Rights, Too" and "Governor
Voinovich: the Education Governor NOT."
"If the deficit is that serious,
maybe it's time to look at tax increases," said Sean Tipton,
president of the Council of Graduate Students at OSU. "How
about a penny sales tax? I think a
penny for higher education is not
asking that much."
Some of the rallies included
voter registration. Students at
OSU contacted the governor's office and legislators through a
telephone bank.
"We understand that there is a
budget problem in the state, and
we're willing to do our share, but
we've already done it," Tipton
said.

In Bowling Green, USG President Mike Sears encouraged students to go to Columbus to
protest future cuts.
"Students are the ones who are
going to be hurt in the end,"
Sears said. "Students are the
ones who are going to suffer the
consequences."
Increasing taxes was suggested by Sears as an alternative
to cutting higher education.
Sears asked Gardner if he
would like to comment at the rally but the representative declined.
"It's your rally today," Gardner said.
USG Sen. Sam Melendez encouraged students to go to
Columbus because "students are
getting screwed."
Melendez said it was Important
to attend the Columbus rally because students should show their
power in numbers and fight for
what they believe.
USG Sen. Jenny Maine addressed how primary and secondary education received cuts
last year and how Voinovich
promised not to cut them again
this year.
Mathe said this was because a
small group of parents and
teachers joined forces and
protested this action. Mathe said
that if students are unified at the
rally, it may have a similar result.
"We are going to make a difference. We are going to be
heard," Mathe said.
Although administration has

not canceled classes the day of
the rally, Sears said most faculty
members are willing to excuse
students to go to Columbus.
"If professors won't let you go,
tell them 'It's something I believe
in. I'm fighting for your Job, and
I'm fighting for my education,' "
Melendez said.
"Higher education is constantly being cut back, and higher education is the future of Ohio,"
said Steve Milkovich, director of
Kent's Undergraduate Student
Senate. "That's why we're going
for voter registration, to target
elected officials who said they
would support education and haven't"
Milkovich said students understand the repercussions of budget cuts.
"The quiet college student is
waking up to realize a lot of students may not be able to go to
school, or may go to school and
be shut out of classes," he said.
At Wright State, about 300 persons gathered to hear about cuts
in education funding.
"The only way to potentially
avoid it is to show Voinovich and
the Legislature that the students
are a more vocal constituency ...
than they may have thought,"
said Douglas Merk, a student and
organizer of the rally.
Students at Toledo said they
feared additional cutbacks would
lead to higher tuition.
"Tuition is getting out of reach
for many students. This proposal
will really hurt," said Chad Rupp,
president of the student council.

University Bookstore will be closed Sot., April 16th
in observance of Easter Weekend.
Re-opened Mon., April 20th.

* Sweatpants
* Shorts
* Posters

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

* Clocks

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

a —Team MVP- - m

15% OFF ALL
Hats in Stock
(with coupon)
Expires April 30, 1992

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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BGSU vs. Ohio State Football Tickets
Student Lottery Form
One thousand tickets for the BGSU at Ohio State football game on Saturday, September 12 are being
made available to currently enrolled students via a lottery drawing.
The lottery for™ below must be filled out completely. Any form which does not have all the
requested information or which is not accompanied by proper payment will not be eligible for the
lottery. All information will be verified by the Ticket Office.
Each student, including graduating seniors, may order ONLY ONE TICKET. Duplicate forms will
be ineligible.
PAYMENT MUST BE rNCLUDED TO BE ELIGIBLE. Checks should be made out lo "BGSU
Athletic Department". Cash will also be accepted but should not be mailed.
All forms must be received by the Memorial Hall Ticket Office by 5:00 p.m., April 23. The Athletic
Department will not make exceptions for late applications delayed by mail service.
A list of the students who WILL receive tickets will be published in the BG News on April 30 and
May 1 and will also be posted at the Ticket Office.
Tickets can then be picked up by those on the list at the Ticket Office starting August 17 and
continuing through Wednesday, September 9. Since all seats are reserved, it is suggested that
students who wish to sit together should claim their tickets together.
Any students who are NOT on the list will have until Friday, May 8 to pick up their payment at the
Ticket Office.

BGSU Student Lottery Form For Ohio State Football Tickets
LOCAL ADDRESS
LOCAL PHONE NUMBER
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Include a check for $21.00 made payable to: BGSU Athletic Department and return to the Memorial Hall
Ticket Office by Thursday, April 23,1992 no later than 5:00 p.m.
If you will no longer be in Bowling Green by August 17.1992 and you want your ticket mailed to you,
please provide the following information and make your check for $23.00:
MAILING ADDRESS
CITY/STATE
ZIP

.
PHONE NUMBER (_

,

)

Tickets WILL NOT be mailed without the additional S2.00 for postage and handling.
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Team falls In marathon j Lakers to miss playoffs
by Aaron oorlaen
sports writer
The baseball team hit a
season low Tuesday, losing a
pair of one run games at Central Michigan including a
14-inning marathon in the first
game.
The Falcon*, 7-19,1-11 In the
Mid-American conference, lost
game one after taking a 6-5
lead in the top of the 14th inning when the Eagles rallied
for two runs.
Central Michigan's leadoff
batter tripled off Chris Boggs
who was then taken out by
coach Danny Schmitz.
Reliever Jeff Brown walked
the first batter he faced and
then the Eagles worked a
safety squeeze to perfection,
tying the game and moving the
winning run to second base
with one out.

BG within one. The home run
was Corey's team-leading
third.
Daren Stiles tied the game in
the fifth when he scored on a
wild pitch.
After trading runs CMU
scored the winning run when
pitcher Brent Spray's two out
wild pitch eluded Kennedy and
allowed the winning run to
score.
"I was very proud how our
team played in the second
game. We showed a lot of character," Schmitz said. "It would
have been very easy to quit
after losing the first one the
way we did." The Falcons will
try to end an eight game losing
streak this weekend when they
host league-leading Miami for
doubleheaders on Friday and
Saturday at Stellar Field. Starting time for both games is 1
p.m.

The BG braintrust elected to
intentionally walk the next batter to set up the force play but
Central got a single to right
field to score the winning run.
"We played hard and made a
couple of boo-boos, but we battled back," coach Schmitz said.
It is unfortunate, but we
couldn't hold the lead when we
got it We Just haven't been
able to put the nail in the coffin
when we've had to this season."
Mark Tomallo, Chad Davis,
Rob Kennedy, Brandon Carper
and Tony Gill each had a pair
of hits. Tomallo and Gill added
RBI.
In the nightcap, which was
almost called because of darkness, the Falcons again gave
CMU a seesaw battle only to
lose 6-5.
After falling behind 4-0 after
two innings of play, Jeff Corey
blasted a grand slam to bring

1-800-332-AIDS

DENVER, (AP) - The last time
the Los Angeles Lakers failed to
qualify for the NBA playoffs,
Magic Johnson was in high
school and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
was in his prime.
Now, both are retired and the
Lakers are faced with a grueling
season-closing stretch of four
games in five days in their attempt to reach the postseason for
the 16th straight year.
Even if they win all four
games, it might not do them any
good.
After facing the hapless Nuggets, who brought an 11-game
losing streak into the game at
McNichols Arena, the Lakers
travel to Sacramento to meet the
Kings on Thursday night.
Then, it's on to Portland for a
game with the Pacific Division
champion Trail Blazers on Saturday afternoon before finishing
up at home Sunday night against
the Los Angeles Clippers.
The Lakers entered Wednesday night's action a half-game
behind Houston in the battle for
the eighth and final Western
Conference playoff berth.
The Rockets had three games
remaining.

The Clippers trying to make
the playoffs for the first time
since 1976 rank seventh, but still
could miss out should they falter
and the Lakers and Rockets finish strong.
The Clippers, also with three
games remaining, held a twogame lead over the Rockets and a
2 -game advantage on the
Lakers before Wednesday night.
Should the Lakers and Rockets
finish in a tie, Houston gets the
nod because of a better record
within the Western Conference.
"I'd rather see both teams in
the playoffs," Johnson said the
other day. "If not, I'm sure the
fans of Los Angeles will get behind the Clippers if we don't end
up making it."
Qualifying for the playoffs
seemed to be the last thing the
Lakers would have to worry
about entering the season, but
now, it's surprising they're even
contending, considering what's
happened.
It al began with the shocking
announcement by Johnson o Nov.
7 that he was retiring because he
had contracted the AIDS virus.
Shortly later, starting center
Vlade Divac went down with a

back injury which required surgery. Divac has been back since
late February, but he's got other
problems.
All-Star forward James Worthy hasn't played since March 1
because of a knee injury which
required surgery. And Sam Perkins has been out since March 18
because of a shoulder injury.
As far as Divac is concerned,
concerns about his family's
safety in Yugoslavia might be a
distraction at this time. Divac, a
Serb, said he has been worried
since fighting broke out in Prijepolje, his hometown, a few days
ago.
Asked whether his recent play
has been affected by worries
about his family, Divac said: "I
don't know if it is or not, it's just
something bad."
Divac, who scored 30 points on
April 5 but has just 26 in four
games since then, said he tried to
bring his 28-year-old brother
Ivica to California, but his family
wants to stay in Yugoslavia
"We're worried," Byron Scott
said. "He's a key ingredient to
this team. He can really help us,
and the last couple of games, he
has not."

"Sure, I like eggs - but I really wanted CHOCOLATE!"
Don't Disappoint your bunny this year

l^uMeffl SitfV£/rJ?a/ndi£A

YOUR
CHOICE

3 pk. Creme Eggs or Solid Chocolate Rabbit
(Reg. $1.15)
(Reg. $1.25)
89(2 each
We have baskets, grass, Hallmark cards, stuffed bunnies,
candy and lots, lots more — You can find it here.

PILLS 'n' PACKAGES PHARMACY
III RAILROAD ST. R.O. :t.VM <;<).'(

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple" Macintosh' Classic' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
t t * i
almost any other kind of computer. /

t
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Y

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

Stop by 142 Shatzell Hall for information on
Macintosh educational discounts
«
OWlAppleCompmer.Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Matinio»h are registered trademarks and SuperDme is a tradeirurkof Appfc Computer, Ire MS-DOS is a reg^^
Ornate rs a rcjosiered trademark used under license by Apple Computer Inc TTiis ad was created uung Macintosh computer,
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Softball drops two, wins two
by Erik Puplllo
sports writer
BG's softball team showed
Mid-American Conference
Championship potential as they
bounced back from a double dip
defeat on Sunday to sweep two
games of their own yesterday.
On Tuesday, the Falcons traveled to Kent State to face the
Golden Flashes in an important
MAC doubleheader and were
swept away 4-1,4-1.
"We never got off the bus mentally," coach Jaquie Joseph said.
"Player for player we're just as
good as they are, but we have to
be mentally sharp and we weren't."
BGSU pitching, which entered
the doubleheader with an 0.92
ERA, surrendered 17 hits in both
games. The Falcons outhit Kent
eight to seven In game one, but
stranded runners throughout the
contest.
That combined with two costly
first inning errors, put BG in the
hole that MAC pitcher of the
Week, Carla Brookbank would

not allow them to leave. BG's needs. Record improves her
lone run came in the fourth In- ledger to 15-3.
ning when Julie Hudson doubled
Game two was a mirror image
in a run.
of game one with the exception of
the Falcons' pouncing on Dayton
The Falcons experienced deja earlier and harder. Every Falcon
vu, when they looked up and saw batter reached base safely at
Brookbank on the mound for least once while running the
game two. If possible, Brookbank score up to 11-1 by the bottom of
was tougher the second game the fourth
than the first. She allowed only
four BG hits, with the only run in
The Flyers were not able to
the second inning as a result of produce any runs in the top of the
an error.
fifth, thus invoking the ten-run
mercy rule.
"We played flat with a capital
'1'" in both games," Joseph said.
BG next plays Miami Universi"We were flatter than an 'abso- ty at Oxford for a set of
lute pancake'."
doubleheaders Friday and SaturThe Falcons rebounded yesterday taking advantage of beating a Dayton team they should
have beaten, according to
Joseph.
"They're not as good as a MAC
team, but we them convincingly
and that makes me happy,"
Joseph said.
BG cruised in game one, with
Jody Record plowing through
Flyer batters while receiving all
the offensive support a pitcher

Tarkanian hired
as Spurs coach
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - It took
former UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian only a month to return to
the bench.
He'll coach the San Antonio
Spurs, his first job in the pros
after 32 years at the college
level.
The Spurs named Tarkanian as
coach on Wednesday, ending
weeks of speculation over who
would fill the job created by the
Tiring of Larry Brown.
Spurs owner Red McCombs
said Tarkanian would take over
after this season. The announcement comes less than a week be-

Doubles Romstadt, Highfill
(3), Kopchak (2), Missy Clay, Holland Jeni Le is (1).
Triples: Romstadt, Highfill,
Hudson (2), Askins, Holland (1).
On-Base Percentage: Romstadt
(.412), Kopchak (.343), Hudson
(.326), Highfill (.317).

Stolen Bases: Kopchak, Highnil (5), Holland, Askins (3),
TEAM (2633).
ERA: Jody Record (0.87), Lisa
day.
"Miami is a huge weekend for Mountjoy (1.18), TEAM (0.92).
us," Joseph said. "They are a
Appearences: Record (16),
very good team that will be in the
race for the MAC crown when it's Mountjoy (15), Amy Simmons (4),
all said and done. We have to dic- Laura Unterbrink (5).
Starts: Record (16), Mountjoy
tate this series if we want to Join
(14).
them for the MAC race."
Complete Games: Record (11),
***
Mountjoy (10).
Record: Record (15-3), MountBatting Average: Dena Romstadt (.326), Kolleen Kopchak Joy (8-8).
Innings: Record (105.0),
(.309), Rachelle Highfill (.293),
Karen Applebaum (.284), Tricla Mountjoy (89.1).
Strikeouts/Walks: Record
Askins (.240), Kathy Holland
(57/16), Mountjoy (21/16).
(.229), TEAM (.257)

Falcon Fever,
Catch It!

fore the injury-plagued Spurs enter the NBA playoffs.
"We hope to come in here and
get the running game going and
maybe make the Spurs the Runnin' Spurs," Tarkanian said at a
news conference. "We're going
to be a running team."
Tarkanian will take the job
held on an interim basis by Bob
Bass, the team's vice president of
basketball operations. Bass took
over when Brown, who later became coach of the Los Angeles
Clippers, was fired on Jan. 21.
Terms of Tarkanian's contract
were not disclosed.

Hits Kopchak (30), Romstadt,
Highfill (29), Applebaum (25),
Holland, Hudson (19), Askins
(18).
RBI:Romstadt (19), Highfill
(17), Hudson (8),

"•Be

Lauren Bruna,
'Happy 21st Birthday!"
?Now there's no reason?
to be in the Blotter!
(yeh right!)
Love your roomies,
Andrea, Janese,
&Rose

Students
Work
Overseas
• Britain • Ireland • France •
• Germany • Jamaica •
New Zealand • Costa Rica
Corel's Work Abroad Proyam, the
orty ore of its kind.. cuBtfroujjh tht
redtapcl

CoundTravd
8E.130iAve
Columbus, OH 43501

TV BG Nrw«/J.y Murdtck
Kolleen Kopchak bunts the ball in an attempt to move the runner
against Toledo. The Falcons beat Dayton Wednesday 10-1 and 11-1.

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL
215 E. Poe Rd. Apartments
1 bdrm's starling @ 2/5/mo
Efficiencies starting @ 1 95/mo
830 4th Street (Willow House)
1 bdrm's starting @ 285/mo
CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

CA
Management Inc.

353-5800

1045 North Main Stnr« • P.O. Box 1167
Bowling Green, Ohio 4)402

1-614-394-8696

uimimniiaiaiiMif

SUMMER JOBS!

'Near Campus
'Many Sizes
'Open 24 Hours

331-4441
•

■

MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA

"Low Rates
"Clean & Dry
"New Fire Prool
Building

DON'T MAKE EXTRA
WORK...LEAVE YOUR
THINGS" WITH US THIS
SUMMER!

Get Big Bucks—
Not Big Promises!

.

ilhrtlbraldi

Duckeye
Self-Sforoge

Call Today For More
Information

at

352-1520

•

Jf

JH

»-

* Featured Alumni Panelists: Jim Hammer,
Jennifer Mabee, Terri Bell, Jeff Helmick,
And Devon Bulgin
Open To All

Thursday's Special
All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken and Ribs 64.75
Quantum 90 Cards Accepted after
4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted all day
for 95+ plan holders
»»■>»»•»■>■»»♦»■>■»»»»♦»»»»»■>♦»»♦»»»»»»»♦»»♦

3000000000000000000000001
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MID AM MANOR
'NOW RENTING'
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

HOWARDS club H
352-9951

210 N. Main

Yesterday Jester
Thursday - Saturday
April 16 -18
18-20 Welcome
82.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
31.00 cover after 9:30

HOURS:
M«>n. Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day •

Sponsored By Minority Business Student Association
MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA MBSA

Located in the University Union

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Resumes
Corporate Ethics
Campus Involvement
Cultural Awareness
and
Self Determination
Thursday, April 16,1992
Room 1007 BAA
8:00pm

-\ Room c
,■>

"How Marketable Will
You Be in 1993?"
A panel discussion on:

New Friday's.
New Opportunities.
What happens when another Friday's comes to
town? More Food. More tun. And more opportunities.
We're opening a brand new T.G.I. Friday's in

-

SANDUSKY, OHIO

c

and full and part time opportunities offering complete training, great benefits, flexible scheduling, and
excellent earning potential are now available. These
openings exist in all areas of the restaurant.

-

r
-

r
•

r
C
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If you like new things, apply in person 9:00am 5:00pm Mondays through Saturdays to the Radisson
Harbour Inn, 2001 Cleveland Road, Sandusky, OH
44870. (419) 626-5200. An equal opportunity employer.

EVERYONE LOOKS FORWARD TO

FRIDAY'S

FOR JUST *99~~
» 1 Pair Durasoft® 2 Colors Contact Lenses
Change even the darVest eyes to beautiful shades of blue, green, grey of hazel.
— OR —
»2 Polr of DuroSoft® 2 Colors for Ught Eyes

FOR JUST $89^
• 2 Pair of DuraSoft® 2 Ute-Tlnt
• EVES EXAMINED IY OB. S. SHIFF OFTOMETtlST
. EXPERIENCED OPTICIANS AI YOUR SERVICE
• EYE EXAMS PRICED SEPERJUllY

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
1955 S.REYNOLDS

TOLEDO
1153 W. SYLVANIA

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. WOOSTER

382-2020

*/*' 11

352-2533

HuiiiSoit Cnbrs
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Classified
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

••PSICHI/WPA"
I asi meeting of th« Yoarl
Thursday.Apnl 16 ai 9.00pm 112LSC
Come meet th» new officers and watch
them run the showl
Alw, b« prepared 10 celebrate Easter
Psi Chi Style!
All initiated members should attend D
vote on new inductees.

2 one way tickets. Detroit to
Orlando - Cheap - APR 18
Please call 352-4265

Alpha Lambda Delta Members
who DID NOT ATTEND INITIATION
Please pck up your certificate and pin
this week in 425 Student Sen/ices.
Dr. John Becker, who is the executive director
of the International Society for Endangered
cats, will be coming to campus to speak about
the worlds endangered cat speoes. He will
also be bringing along a bobcat. This event will
take place at 7 pm on Thursday April 16 in 112
Life Science. All are welcome1
Sponsored by Tn - Beta
Hunger Hurls...
Please donate a
non-perishable food item
to the "Scouting for foods"
campaign. All food goes directly
lo the BG Food Pantry
Thanks from,
BGSUCirtceK...
Pi S^ma Alpha
Mon. April 20m 121 West Hall ai 730pm
On.o State Sen Randy Gardner w n be
speaking on Public Service. A Question/answer session will follow AH are welcomed and encouraged to atiend.
Society for Creatvie Anachronism Meeting
7 30 Tonight at Memorial Hall.
Those interested in Medieval Recreation
are wet cornel
The ARK plays it's top ranking REGGAE on
Fn.. Apr. I7at Easy Street Roots music. Lively
up:OneLovel
Tonight"
"Won by One" Easter Celebration
Live Band Drama Teams.
Speaker 7:30 prrnn the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom Free and open to all

TOP RANKING REGGAE
THE ARK BAND
FRIDAY APR. 17. EASY STREET
Would you like to have
A panel from the Lesbian and Gay Alliance
speak to your dass or group'
LAGA panels are interesting & informative
and would like to answer your Questions.
Please call 352 LAGA M, W. or F 7-lOpm
At least two weeks m advance
Poor Women: the Hope tor Freedom In Peru
an address by Linda B/ebner on
Thursday.Apnl I6at7:30pm
in 110 BA Building. Come to learn more about
the North-South conflict that Noam Chomsky
talked about. Sponsored by the
Peace Coalition.

5 SUBLEASERS FOR SUMMER • MAY TO
AUGUST 3 BEDROOMS ONE BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS ON S COLLEGE. CALL JEN AT
372-3708.
CHEAPEST RENT ON THIS PAGE
2 Male subleasers needed for summer
$80 mo. Call Nick, Mike or Bil
353 6307

As our rainforest dies so do species like lha
Rauwotfla Plant from which we get Res»rplne,adrugusedtolre»t Hypertension.
ATTENTION
Do you know you do not need to be a member
ol the Honors program to enroll in Honors
classes? If you have at least a 3.5 GPA. you
may sign up for these classes at the Honors
Program office, 231 Adm. Bldg. during open
registration
Elevated high blood pressure requires attention because this risk of a cardiovascular complication is increased Take advantage of the
FREE Blood Pressure Screenings m Jerome
Library every Monday & Wednesday from 11 to
3 during the month of Apnl (Sponsored by
Student Health Services & College of Health &
Human Services)
Is it fair that the 13% of the student population
that is Greek has 30 graduate students, three
administrators, and lots of money, but the
iOV20% of gay or lesbian students on campus
don't have a single University resource on this
campus? How can the administration justify
discriminating against gay and lesbian students?
Jennifer.
Good luck with Cheerleadmg preliminary's.
You'll do Great"1'
Love ya • Shawn

Lost • wedding band. Sometime last week. If
found plese return to the Library circulation
desk. Sentimental value

SERVICES OFFERED
LSAT' GRE * GMAT ' MCAT
Test preparation classes forming now'
Call Stanley H. Kaplan Educational
Center for details 536 3701
Pregnant'
Wecanhetp FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call354-HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Penh.
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
Sianat$35?0 Cain-800-878-3696
Summer Storage Space Available
Buckeye Self - Storage. Near Campus.
Please Call 352-1520
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3967 from 6am 019pm

Female non smoking roommate wanted lor
92-93 school year. Nice, furnished apt. near
campus. $165/m0. Call 354 O1O1
Female Subleaser needed for summer 1992
Call Amy at 352-2264
HELP' Two graduating seniors need subleasers for summer. Whole apt needs renled
2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath, new carpet, air conditioning' ONLY $325 a month Contacl Mary or
Christie at 352 '046 for moro info
HOUSE FOR RENT
We nood 3 or 4 subleasers for summer. 3 bedrooms p.us extras" Very close to campus. Call
353-4305 for details
Looking for one non-smoking female roommate. Needed for FalCSpnng 92-93 school
year. Call Victoria at 352-1733.
Male roommate or subleaser for "92 Summer
session Call 352-4303.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SUfvV
MEfll
Share room. Only $100 a month,
3523570
One or two non-smoking female roommates for
Summer. $60/mo Free utilities. Call Nicole at
353 1002.

K&T
Thanks for the fun evening FILLED with Manicotti Riunite and to top it off - • Reindeer Beer"
It's a blessing to know that there really are men
out there who are gentlemen, can cook, and
can think'
Thanks again,
KSA

Sublease For Summer
1 bdrm. apt at630i/2ElmSt
Fenced m backyard. Pets allowed
Call 352-3327

STOP!!! Need a Job Now and for Summer?
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our Sales Circulars1 Start Immediately! Send a Long S A S
Envelope: CMP Distributing Depl C-100. P.O.
Box 1066. Forked River, NJ 06731
Van driver, part-time position, to provide transportation to and from Social Service agency
Must be berween the ages ol 21 and 65, have
valid driver's license and an excellent driving
record. Submit resume to P.O Box 738, Bowl
mg Green. EQ6.
Warned: Workers to take down lolls Date
Apnl 24, 1992. Hours fitted to your schedule.
$5mr. Call Mary. (216) 650 6653.

FOR SALE
Cannondale 30. 58 cm. Not a slock bike, two
sets of wheels including Hed Disc Wheel, will
sell <n paris. 372-3919
For sa'o Desk.single-sizewalerbed.
1 yr old female cat FREE to good homo
352-3570
Furniture Sale
Graduating seniors have house full of furniture
to got rid ol, please! Besl offer' Call 354-7660
Ladies Maountain Bike - Like New1
oniy$i20vOBO
Call 353 TANK
Nintendo & 22 cartridges
$225 Call Matt372-1863

Pioneer Super Tuner car stereo, 4 en, digital,
older model, $70 obo Precision Power 4 ch car
amplifier. 50wx2, 40wi2. w/built-m crossover,
02% distortion $200 obo. Realistic 5 band EO.
40wx2 ch $40 obo. Light Bar. root mount w/2
Ha'ogens $75 obo Loavo message. 352-4057

SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED
Furnished apt. with a/c. Own large bedroom
wown bath. Free cable and water. Rent is negotiable. Call Shawn at 352-3133

Sega Genesis 2 controllers. Sonic the Hedgehog & John Madden Football. New condition.
$140.00 or trade for mountain bike. 352-8200.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

MUD VOLLEYBALL
The Undergraduate Alumni Assoication has a
few spots open for the Mud Volleyball Tournament on April 25th A 26th. Registration forms
are available at Mrteli Alumni Center. Call
372-6849 if you have any questions.
MUD VOLLEYBALL

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Pnvate. coed summer camp in PoconoMtns .
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan, Boa 234 BG,
Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998.

PHI KAPPA TAU PHI KAPPA TAU
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE MATT
WOODS ON HIS RECENT LAVALiERING TO
NATALIE WILLIAMS WAY TO GO"
PHI KAPPA TAU PHl KAPPA TAU

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishenes - Earn $5,000 plus/month
Free transportation i
Room ft Board* Over 8,000 openings
No experience necessary Male or Female.
For employment program call 1-206-545-4155
oxt 1755.

PHI SIG KAPPA DELTA PHI SIG

Attention
Graphic Design
A
VCT
Majors

Don't you dare keep a lavaliering secret A J.I
Cong rat ulatons to Alex Shark k and Lor I
Bennlnghoff on their recent bonding Damn
Proudl
PHI SIG KAPPA DELTA PHI SIG
Sig Kap Sig Kap Sig Kap Sig Kap
Congratulations Leah Breckstein on becoming
im RA tor np.t yea'
SIGMA KAPPA
Sisterhood 7 00 pm at the Union
Be there for a great time)

LOST & FOUND

page eight

The BG News
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Student Publications is
now accepting applications
for PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
for FALL 1992 Apply at
Student Employment
450 Student Services Bldg
by APRIL 17,1992!!
Attention Marketing & Business Students!
Find out about a part-time enterpnse you can
take with you wherever you go' Business opportunity meonng April 25th. 330-500 Call
3524294

The brothers of Pi Kappa Phi would like to congratulate Sean Bowman on his recent lavaiiermg to Kirsien Swan.
Tn Beta's Spring Initiation is Thursday, Apnl 16
at 6:30 pm in Room 112 Life Science. All new
members please try to attend

CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's camp. Northeast Pennsylvania (3 hrs. NYC) 6/23 •
e 8/21/92. Specialty counselors for Tennis.
Softball. Gymnastics. Swimming. (W.S.I, preferred). Nature/Campmg, Guitar, Painting/Drawing, Self Defense, Cheerleadmg,
Aerobics Other positions: General, R.N..
Porter/Chambermaid. Kitchen Workers, Nurse's Aide, Night Watchman On Campus Interviews. Tuesday, April 28. 1992. Call
516-889-3217 to schedule an interview

WFAL - ROCK-N-ROLL POP QUIZ - HOWARD'S
WHERE CAN YOU GO. TAKE A QUIZ, AND
WIN PRIZES? HOWARD'S THIS THURSDAY,
APRIL 16th FORWFAL'S ROCK-N-ROLL
POP QUIZ. TEST YOUR ROCK-N-ROLL
KNOWLEDGE AND YOU CAN WIN CDs.
KEY CHAINS, T-SHIRTS, CASSETTES. AND
MORE. OUR QUIZ IS THE ONLY ONE YOU
WONT NEED TO STUDY FOR' MUSICAL
APPEARANCE BY YESTERDAYS JESTER.
WFAL - ROCK-N-ROLL POP QUIZ - HOWARD'S

1 bdrm fum.orunfurn.apts
Quiet atmosphere' dose to campus
352-2663
1 Br. apt. with study/sm. 2nd Br
424 S Summit • $325 * gas A eiec
Couple or working person prefer -ed
Available May 15,1992 on 12 mo. lease
Steve Smith 352-8917

1992-93 Summer A Fall Rentals. 2 bdrm.
turn apts. Free water, sewer, heat. AC, HBO
Call 352-2663.

Efficiency, furnished Available August 18
352-1430

2 bdrm. furnished apartment Utilities included
except electric Open summer A fall.
2 bdrm. furnished house. Utilities included ex

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAPI
8418THSI.
2 bedrooms- 1 1/2 bath
REMENAGEMENT
352-9302
Bnng in this ad al lease preparation and
receive $75 off your first months rent. 1 coupon
per lease.

cup: uli.-clnc Opon

ICT

sunviim 069 3036

2 bdrm. house. Located between campus and
downtown. Near courthouse. Available this
summer, (all A spring Call 823 5551
2 bedroom duplex, partially furnished.
Available May 15 352 1430
92-93 SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Elfic.. one bdrm.. two bdrm., houses A duplexes. Stop Into
319 E WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnendafy staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260
Beat the hassle Seniors and Grads.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments Furnished and
unfurnished. A/C. Spaoous. On-site maintenance. The Highlands and Jay-Mar Apartments. Highland Industries. Inc. 354-6036.
Hrs. 10 S.

Do you need your own room?
New, 6 bedroom apartment. 2 full baths for 6
Carty Rentals - phone 353-0325.
East Poe Efficiency 5/9-8/14
Utilities included, furnished.
Low Summer rate. 352 8844.
Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
availablt. Call Mecca Management at
3535800
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THRID STREET
1992-93 leases Only 4 one-bedroom units remain. Summer openings for one and two bedroom units. Air conditioned A reasonable
Hurryl 352-4966
JUST PAY ELECTRIC!
825 3rd St «3
1 Br. furnished
As low as $373
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

Best kept housing secret In BG
Mount Vemon Apis.
2-bedroom. furnished, dishwashers,
a/c, paid gas utilities
Call
Gary 353-7934 or
George 823-6015 after 7pm
Carty Rentals Phone 353 0325
Houses lor 3-9 students.
Also, single rooms, includes all utilities
All near campus-Office 316 E Merry #3

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments for traditional students,
grads and couples Please call for more information on locations and rates tor Spring,
Summer and Fall.
352-3445 "Hours9-9

Carty Rentals • Phone 353 0325
Apartments lor rent - 9 or 10 mo leases
4at$i45ea/i?mo $l30ea
3at$i90eayi2mo $165 ea
2at$285ea/i2mo $255ea
AI near campus - Office 316 E. Merry #3

Now leasing 1.2, A 3 bedroom apts A houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes. we allow pets. Call after 1pm.
354-8800

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING
Summer Apts.
M
Super Rates!
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad
352-9302

Summer rooms lor rent.
Price negotiable.
1 block Irom campus. 352-7970.

1 br. avail. May 15. 2 people. $175 mo. each
plus utilities A deposit: Phone 352-4565.
WANTED:
i Male Subleaser
Campbell Hill Condos
Call 2-1306 for details.

One bedroom apt. aval, for summer sublease.
UM included, some fum. included <f desired.
MANY other amenities. 300.'mo plus olec Call
353-7692 eves.

SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED"
Downtown Apartment from May to August, 2 or
3 bedrooms, semi-furnished and very
reasonable rent. Cool Landlords too' Interested? Call 353 3528
Summer Subleasers
Close lo campus, inexpensive.
Call 353-6007 for details, leave message

iSUBUJRV*
$1.00 Off *

Good Only
At 828
S. Main St.

Buy Any Regular Footlong,
Sub or Salad Packed with Your
Favorite Fixings.
Not Good in Combination With Any Other Offer.
Limit 1 Offer Per Customer Visit.
* This ad is printed to correct the mistake that appeared on 4/15/92 in the
Coupon Clipper Edition. The coupon should have read as above.

Dancers • Musi be eighteen and up. Will train.
Can make up to $i 000 weekly. Come see our
show. Fireplace Lounge. Port Clinton. Ohio.
1-734 9051 (Tom).
Island Bike Rental on Put-In-Bay is now hiring
lor the 1992 Summer season For applications
call 285-2016 or write P.O. Box 419, Put-InBay. OH 43456

WANTED

2 summer sublessors needed 2 bed house
close to campus. Rent negotiable & May paid
call Scott or Paul 352-7206.

LIFEGUARD Part-time position (15* hours
per week). Must have Red Cross Senior Life
Saving or equivalent and Red Cross Adaptive
Aquatics course helpful. Varied hours (mostly
days) and some weekend work is required
Experience preferred Submit application to:
Sunshine Children's Home, 7223 MaumeeWestern Road. Maumee. Ohio 43537. ATTN:
Sara J.Croll. 865-0251.

3 male roommates needed to sublease house
for summer. Own bedroom, washer, dryer.
Si 50 per month per person Negotiable.
3532230

Lifeguards needed starting May 23. Must be
certified 15 minutes from campus in Perrysburg Please call 874-7274.

1 male subleaser needed. Summer 1992 Furnished. AC and dose to campus. $80 per
month. Call Jeff. 352-6299. after 6pm.

' 3 bedroom unfurnished "
house. * Large Kitchen *
Washer and Dryer'
Hookups' Screened-in
front porch • Yard * Gas
Budget $55.00 • Zoned
For 3 unrelated people "12
month lease to start in May
k
or August $595

NEWLOVE
Rentals

■JCI

ccin
352-5620
ATTENTION VCT STUDENTS! Student Publications is accepting applications for Co-op positions
for FALL 1992. Apply at the Technology Co-op Office by April 22,1992.

TRAVEL
SMART
FROM NEW YORK
RounrJlnp
OniWiy

709 Fifth St.
Large 2 bedroom apartments

r

NEWIPVrT
352-5620
RiiilnU

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Two Bedroom - Unfurnished
Two Years Old
Two Full Baths
Dishwashers
Private Parking
$475/m for 12 month lease
$560/m for 9 1/2 month lease
NO PARENTAL GUARANTEE
NEEDED!
Pick up our weekly updated rental
brochure and summer brochure.

328 S. Main
Our Only
Office
Check uiili our present
iv>iilrril>. lo s**r what kiml
ol munttgcmenl team we arc

i^Bm*K**^mj+jm^umL*m

LONDON
$350
$180
PARIS
$498
$275
COPENHAGEN
STOCKHOLM
$510
$260
TOKYO
$779
$599
BANGKOK
$949
$549
GUATEMALA
$390
$205
• Sch«lula< alf • Bill pimi
• Rrtuntabl*«hin(MMt ■<*§*
•WwMwMttaUmtlm
• Mi-on tll(Mi from molt cum
WMand uxclwg. m* tpp f
Custom* Imnvgritbn UM apply
Fi tM tubMcl lo ctungo wiNwt nolM

PRISM TRAVEL

uiMwin . imrtii.ifr inn

800-272-9676
212-986-8420

SPECIALS
Sm

1 Item

Med

350 475

EitnltMsEad .9

.75

'28 S. Main
our Only Office

A Large Sub
Lg

Xlg 1 f>(\r\ Choic<
Choice of

6

7■ O
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Italian Reg.
Turkey, Roast

**Pizza, Veg. Club
or Steak Sub
(tomatoes .25 extra)

Ckkai* ttylt Extra lt» '

i A Free Delivery ■ £~\ „ Free Delivery
I pES®**9* 352-5166 | pISS**** 352-5166

